
RIDERS MEETING TAVENDALE AND PARTNERS NZ NATIONAL SJ CHAMPS  
JANUARY 22nd 
 
 

● Forbes Saddlery Groom of the Year voting Sarah Peterson, Danielle Chambers, Lucy 
Helewell mentioned as potential votes  

● Esnz surveys- funding, these can be found on the SI fb page please all fill out. 
● Warm up etiquette discussion, passing left to left  
● Grounds discussion- town water, not using so much water unnecessarily, usage 
● Lunch breaks concern from a rider discussed and to be passed on to committee, 

knowing when, on time. 
● Rules for each class, rule book can be found online easy and free 
● Thanking sponsors discussion  

 
 
 
 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 

● Timetables at shows, are they useful? Can they be trusted as accurate? 
● Standing horses for safety, away from practice arena 
 

Guest Speakers who kindly gave their time: 
 

● Sam McIntosh  
Rules 
Horses 
Travels long places 
Shoeing  
Preparing the horses 
Different shows in different countries 
Asking for help 
No question never a bad one 
Producing horse 
Distances 
Being on our own 
Prepare yourself 

 
Mandy Ilston spoke briefly about her experiences in the sport 
 

● Roger Laplanche: 
 
He spoke on Time faults 
Here for the sport, tests, hard and easy, measure the course, always a time, according to the 
track, 350 normal, keep a good forward momentum, keep going forward. Big corners get 
time faults, 



 Training days for time 350metre, using the whole arena at some shows, poor ground, poor 
weather for changing the time faults. Td, ground jury if need to ask a question. Talk to 
course builders, doing it for us not them, all about the sport,  might be wrong measurement, 
double check, don’t want to see it wrong, making distances longer to make people go 
forward, SH all about forward, keeping momentum, SH is good for teaching you to ride on a 
rhythm. 
20 meter circle as a general corner size otherwise too tight, ask if you need advice or a 
query 
 
Water at the NEC discussion  
 
Future plans for the NEC, Gus Taylor spoke briefly 
 
Pony sh ring and ring 3  new rubber, water trucks,  
dressage doing a deal with treadlight for other arenas 
  

 
 
 


